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VERBA VOLANT SCRIPTA MANENT · 
University of San Diego School of _Law 
Volume 40, Issue 5 March2005 
National USD Mock Trial Team Reaches Finals 
in Annual ATLA Mock Trial Competition 
Aaruni Thakur, Staff Writer 
Beginning Thursday, February 
24, 2005, 14 law schools from across 
the Western United States, from USD 
in the South to Seattle University 
School of Law in the North, and · 
including USC, California Western, 
Berkeley and Hastings, among 
others, gathered in Santa Monica to 
litigate the fictional case of Junior 
v. Harlan, in which Jackie Junior, a 
college student, alleged assault and 
negligent hiring after he was injured 
by bouncers· at a bar owned by Mickie 
Harlan. 
USD's Mock Trial Teams have·· 
been participating in competitions 
across the country this year with 
a scattered record that includes 
among the high-points a ra:re tie 
between 2 USD teams for first place. 
The ATLA Mock Trial Competition, 
however, is regarded as one of the 
most prestigious of all the Mock Trial 
competitions, and winners of the 
regional matches go on to compete 
against one another for the national 
title. Though USD's Mock Trial 
program is only 1 7 years old, it has 
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L to R: Coach Prof. Richard "Corky" Wharton, Anna Yum, Norman Grisson, S. 
Elise Kert, Pamela Tahim, Coach Lisa L. Hillan, Esq. · 
her feelings ............... - . -. -------;-.,---"-------------~......_ __ _..__. 
going into the trial: "We were. nervous 
for the first match, but once I started, 
all the nerves went away." Even before 
the judges, most of whom were local 
attorneys that volunteered to judge· the 
event, had announced the winner .of the 
first match, it was evident to Grissom 
and Yum that they had prevailed'. "You · 
figure you might win the case if the . 
other lawyers are crying,". explained 
Grissom. 
The next day, USD faced Cal 
Western in round two. Per Mock Trial 
rules, the four team members switched 
roles, with thewitnesses in the previous 
match preparing for their turn as · 
Plaintiffs attorneys.· Plaintiffs attorney 
S. Elis~ Kert said that for round two 
she and co-counsel Pamela Tahim were 
"prepared and raring to go." When 
asked who· Cal Western had prevailed 
were left in the competition, and USD 
faced Hastings, with Tahim and Kert 
again advocating for the Plaintiff. 
Tahim felt that this match was the 
closest. of USD's victories, conceding . 
that at one point, "we thought we lost 
at first, but we moved on because we 
had excellent content and superior 
delivery, thanks to our coaches." Kert 
added that in round four' the team 
benefited from "incredible witness 
testimony that didl1_'t crumble under 
cross." 
. . over in the previous round, attorney 
TEMPLATE OF SUCCESS ............... .4 Pamela Tahim said, "I don't know who 
Grissom underscored the role 
the witnesses play in Mock Trial. 
''You're out of the· hot-seat because 
you're not litigating, but you have to 
make a good presentation because 
you're being scored as a team," 
Grissom said. By Sunday morning, 
only USD and Stanford, which had 
entered the competition with two 
seeded-teams, were left standing. 
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they beat, but we beat them, and they 
were a very solid team.." 
Round three immedi~tely followed 
round two/ and USD found itself 
facing off against Chapman, a team 
Yum thought was "very tough ... but we 
presented well and responded well to 
[their] objections." Learning that they 
would advance to.the Semi-Finals the 
next day, the team enjoyed a quiet 
Friday night at the hotel. Grissom 
attributed the team's three consecutive 
victories to everyone getting "more 
into [the competition] and smoother in 
delivery." 
By round four on Saturday, only 
USD, Seattle, Stanford, and Hastings · 
. Each finalist had by this time endured 
four rounds· of three-hour trials in 
only three days. For the Final Round, 
USD won the coin-toss and was given 
the option of choosing whether it · 
would present the Plaintiffs or the 
Defendant's case. Believing th~t the 
·Stanford team was weaker with the 
Defendant's. case, USD presented the 
Plaintiffs case, lead again by Kert 
and Tahim. Yum's assessment was 
that the fina.J. round did not clearly go 
in anyone's favor, and Kert said that 
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SUBMISSIONS 
Motions welcomes all letters, guest col-
umns, complaints· and commentaries. 
All submissions must be signed and 
include daytime and evening telephone 
numbers. We do not monetarily com-
pensate contributing writers. ·We re~ 
serve the right to edit for content, length, 
style and the requirements of good taste; 
DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this newspaper do not 
reflect the views or opinions of the Uni-
versity of San Diego School of Law, the 
University of San Diego School of Law 
News Organization, or the Editors, .Di-
rectors or Staff of this newspaper and 
are ·solely the products bf the ·authors 
in their individual capacities. Unsigned 
editorials reflect only the view of the Edi-
torial Board of this newspaper, a Student 
. Organization. consistent with Univer-
sity of San Diego School of Law policies. 
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University of San Diego School of Law Receives 
$2. 7 Million from County District ·Attorney 
to. Create Energy Policy and Research Center 
SAN DIEGO -A $2.7 million settlement 
from a lawsuit.against Duke Energy 
. will.be used to establish·the Energy 
Policy Initiative Center (EPIC) at the 
USD Sc}?.ool of Law, announced·San 
Diego County District Attorney Bonnie 
M. Dumanis, and USD School of Law 
Dean Daniel Rod~guez. 
· An academic and research 
center, EPIC will study energy supply, 
costs, and opportunities and how they. 
affect the Sari Diego County region 
and Southern California. "The EPIC 
will integrate research, law school 
study, and public education, and 
legal advocacy to provide expertise 
. and information about future 
energy needs and their efficient and 
environmentally responsible provision," 
stated Rodriguez. "Ourschool is 
extremely grateful to the Office of the 
District Attorney for giving us this 
opportunity and entrusting us with the 
responsibility to build a center that will 
providy·long term•benefits to San.Diego 
County residents." 
"We pursued this case because · 
we felt it was critical to hold Duke 
Energy accountable," stated DA 
·numar:i-i.s,. "A.s ;our .. offic~ yj.goro,usly · · 
prosecuted 6ur case, we kiiew fliat ¢;e. 
most effective use·ofany·settlement 
funds would not result in nominal 
returns· to rate payers, but instead· 
would be used to educate those 
committed to finding permanent 
solutions to our region's ever-growing 
energy problems." 
In addition to San Diego County, 
these cy pres distributions went to 
several small and large counties 
throughout the state participating 
in a class action suit against energy 
giant Duke Energy for overcharging 
consumers on their utility bills during 
2000 and 2001. 
At the urging of Robert Fellmeth, 
USD Law School pr-0fessor and 
executive director of the USD Center 
for Public Interest Law, the law sehool 
presented the state Atto:rney General's 
office with a unique proposal for San 
Diego's portion of the settlement that 
would create a unique center that 
would educate the public concerning 
energy policy issues and policies, . 
provide law school courses, conduct 
research, issue detailed reports on 
energy trends and policy options, 
. and encourage the use of alternative, 
environmentally friendly energy 
resources. The proposal was ultimately 
approved by DA Duma.tlis. 
Fellmeth said, "the EPIC program · 
is unique and conceivably the only one 
of this type in the nation. The EPIC 
will train public officials and students 
alike. The center will increase public · 
awareness and interest in finding 
reliable alternative energy sources that 
capitalize on Southern California 's 
ideal weather." 
The University of San Diego ·school of 
Law is accredited by the. American Bar. · 
Association and is a member of the 
Association of American Law Schools. 
Founded in 1954, the sc_hool is one of 
80 law schools· in the country to have 
a chapter of the Order of the Coif, the 
niost distinguished rank of American 
law schools. 
The University of San Diego is a 
Catholic institution of higher learning 
· chartered in 1949. Accredited by ·· 
the Western Association of Schools 
and Colleges, the school enrolls 
approximately 7,000 students and is 
known for its commitment te teaching, 
the liberal arts, the formation of values 
and community service. 
ADVERTISE IN 
MOTIONS! 
We print 2000+ copies 
and distribute them on 
campus, courthouses, · 
other law schools and 
, : l~ga.l loGations througout 
San Diego. 
P . .• - . . t1c1ng per issue: 
Full. page ( 1 l"x 17") .· 
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2005 McLennon Honors Moot Court Competition 
Tommy Feiter, Staff Writer 
On March 11th, 2005, the 
McLennon Honors Moot Court 
Competition was held at the Joan 
B. Kroc Institute for Peaceand 
Justice~ The evening kicked off with 
· opening remarks by our oWn ·Dean 
Rodriguez followed by his giving of 
an introduction of the case and final 
round panel. This year's case involved 
fourth amendment issues of the 2000 
"DNA Act" and was adjudicated by 
the Honorable .Alex Ko~inski, the 
Ho~orable M. Margaret McKeown, and 
the Honorable H. Lee Sarokin. 
After several grueling rounds 
of competition, the finalists emerged 
from a pool of 64 competitors. Finalist 
Kriste Draper and Finalist Christopher 
Turtzo squared off before an intense 
panel of federal judges and with a 
full house of law students, professors 
and deans behind them· filling the 
· Peace· and· Justice Theatre to near 
capacity. Arguments on both sides· 
were brilliant. Both Ms. Draper and 
Mr. Turtzo were confident, well-poised 
and delivered their arguments with 
conviction -'- attributes indicative of the 
high level of oral advocacy for which 
USD Law has come to be known. In 
· the end, Kriste Draper, arguing on the . 
side ofthegovernment, was·ehosen:as 
the overall winner of the competition. 
The McLennon Honors Moot . 
Court Competition is made possible 
·· througlTlhe generosit}T~-of-Professor. 
Michael Devitt and is designed to 
provide an opportunity for students 
to develop their brief writing and· 
advocacy skills in an open, rigorous 
competition. USD's Appellate Moot 
Court Executive Board hosts other 
competitions throughout the year 
as well. To learn more about how 
you can get involvedin an upcoming 
competition or tournament, e-mail 
mcourt@sandiego.edu. 
2005 Tournament Results 
Top Four Overall 
1. Kriste Draper 
2. Christopher Turtzo 
3. Mark Patlan 
4. Mark Kafka 
Top Five.· Oralists 
1. Mark Patlan 
2. Kriste Draper 
3. Edw·ard Jensen 
. 4.. Qhr!~to_phe.t T:q.i:tzc>~ · : -s-. '¢ii;J.ttiaiton. · · ·. · · 
Top 5 Briefs-· Petitioner 
1. Brad. Bigos 
2. Kevin Logan 
3. Min Kang 
4. Kristin Rizzo 
5. Gabrielle Bunker 
Top 4 Briefs-
Respondent 
1. -Mark Kafka·· 
2. Kriste Draper 
3.· Jennifer Riney· 
'4. Sriram .· 
Krishnamurthy 
The Guantanamo Detainees 
Mary M. McKenzie, Staff Writer 
Since the American "war on 
terror" began, the United ,States 
government has detained over 600 
prisoners from approximately 30 
countries at the American naval 
base in Guantanamo, Cuba. These 
prisoners are suspected of having ties 
to the TaJiban or Al Qaeda, and they 
are being held indefinitely, without 
charges, without counsel, and until· 
recently, without access to• American. 
courts. 
The Bush administration has 
claimedthat these measures fall under 
the President's executive powers, and 
also, thatCongress authorized the 
President to undertake them when it 
passeclthe Authorizationfor Use of 
MilitaryFC>tceJointResolutiori(AUMF), 
empowering the President to use _all 
"necessary and appropriate force" to 
apprehend the perpetrators ·of the· 
September llattacks. Additionally, 
the administration-maintains that. the 
nature pfthe war on terror requires 
"new'' measures to fig1:J.t it, such as 
indefinite detenti()n and t()ugher 
. interrogati()ntactics. 
In arguing••its detention policy, 
the governmen,t first posited• that the 
det.ainees were not subjectto the 
jurisdiction of U.S. courts becaµse 
Guantanamo is not part of the 
sovereign territory of the .United States. 
Second, the government consistently 
has argued. that the detainees in 
· Guantanamo are "enemy combatants" 
and thus beyond the protections . 
granted to Prisoners of War under .the 
Geneva Conventions. The Third Geneva 
Convention provides POWs: protection 
from acts ofviolence, intimidation, 
insults and public curiosity; the right 
to be heard by a "competenttribunal;" 
and accommodation of POWs' "habits 
and customs." Interrogation of POWs is 
permitted, but a POW is obligated only 
to state his "name, rank, and serial 
number." 
The due .process. concerns of the 
detainees first came to the Supreme 
Court in summer 2004. In Rasulv. 
Bush, 15 Guantapamo detainees 
demanded to have habeas corpus 
petitions heard by the u.s~ federal 
courts. Iria.6-3.decision,the Supreme. 
Court ·held that although Guantanamo 
is underthe "ultimate sovereignty'' 
of Cuba, the United States exercises' 
"completejurisdiction and· control" over 
it under the treaty signed with: Cuba in 
1903. . 
In Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, the Court . 
addressed the case of an American 
citizen imprisoned in the ·.United States 
as an enemy combatant .Although. the 
Court'i plurality agreed that a U.S. 
citizen could be held as an enemy 
combatant under theAtJMF, Justice 
O'Connor in a majority opinion strongly 
rebuffed the government's second 
position tha.t an. enemy .combatant was 
not entitled ·due process~·Further,the· 
plurality in Hamdimaintained that 
"indefinite detention for the purpose of 
interrogation" went beyondtheproper 
scope of the AUMF, especially since 
the usual purpose ·of military detention 
is to prevent a prisoner from taking up 
arms again, nofto gain information. 
The majority_ recommended certain 
procedural due. process measures, 
including.a "meaningfulfactual 
hearing" with a :notice ofthe charges, 
the rightto respond, andthe rightto . ' 
berepresented by an attorney. Mr'. 
Ham di reached a. settlement and was·. 
allowed to return to SaudiArabia . 
where••.·he hac:llived'for·a. number .. of 
years. 
Aft~rithese• ca~es,the. Defense 
Department began "combatant status 
review tribuna1s"jn GuE:ltJ.ttuiamo · 
to .determine whether the detainees 
. truly areeneI11)1combatat1tsiand·_. 
shoulq remainimprisoneg.: In January· · 
2005, the U.S. Pistrict C~yrt t,or. _ .... ·• 
the District of Colum.bia ruled these ·. 
hea.rings·uncon~titutiona1because 
·of due prc:>ce~s rights· violations: ... · 
For example, the. detainees are not. 
. r~presented. by attorneys, and they··. 
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Aatuni Thakkur, Staff Writer 
Monty Mcintyre graduated 
from USD Law in 1980. Mr. Mcintyre 
was a principal in the firm Mcintyre 
& Mcintyre before joining Seltzer, 
Caplan, McMahon & Vitek, where he 
. is presently a shareholder. During 
his career, Mr. Mcintyre founded the 
Lincoln Lectures, published Mcintyre's 
California Reporter and, since 1988, 
has served as the Evidence Law Editor 
. for the Consumer Attorneys of San 
Diego. 
His practice covers a wide 
array of civil litigation including 
business; land use, insurance. tort . 
and professional malpractice. Mr. 
Mcintyre's expertise in _the law 
has taken him to the heights of 
professional achievement in· the legal 
field. In a case that found its way to 
the U.S. Supreme Court, Mr. Mcintyre 
obtained·a $2.68 million stipulated· 
judgment before the Court issued its 
ruling on the Writ of Certiorari. Over 
his career, Mr. Mcintyre has been lead 
trial counsel in litigation resulting in 
over $37 million in settlements and 
verdicts in business and tort cases. He 
sat down recently to speak to Motions 
StaffWriterAaruhi Thakut\ .. 
Motions: What made you decide to 
· come to law school? 
Well, I knew I wanted to go to 
law school in 7th grade, which is very 
unusual. The reason I wanted to go 
to law school ended up changing after 
I started practicing law. But, when I 
was in Junior High School, I decided 
at some point that year that what I 
wanted to do in my life's workwas 
go into politics and try to become a 
legislator working in a State Assembly 
or Congress. So my thinking back 
then was, if I wanted to go into politics 
MOTIONS 
and try to make things better, then I 
wanted to learn what the law was all 
about,· because if you are making laws, 
you should probably know about it to 
do that responsibly .. When I was pretty 
young I was drawn to the law, and 
my whole plan. from then on was to go 
to college, go to law school, and then 
ultimately go into some kind of political 
office. That last part- of the 'plan ended 
up changing. 
March2005 · 
one hand were very bright, but who 
also enjoyed the journey through law 
school. We had a lot of fun. I was 
very active in IM sports, and really 
loved that. I enjoyed the academics, 
the classes, the professors, and 
the challenge. of the law. I enjoyed 
participating in Moot Court and 
serving on the Moot Court Board. My 
last year I was Chief Justice of the 
Honor Court and I thought that was 
going to be ceremonial. It turned 
Motions: Are you involved with politics . out that we had two cases presented 
theseQ.ays? And isn't it still possible to the Honor Court that year and 
that you could runforelective office? we conducted two complete trials. I 
Well, in some ways, but not the enjoyed the people and the time I 
ways l originally thought. Over the spent law in school. I have fond . 
years I've been very involved in Bar memories of my law school years. I 
activities, and I was honored to serve think that USD was a great law school 
as the President. of the San. Diego then, and it has gotten even better 
County Bar Association in2001-2002. over the years. 
I'm also involved with bar activities 
on a nationallevel as a member of 
the Executive Council of the National 
Conference of Bar Presidents. 
During college and law school 
I was involved in several political 
campaigns, but I haven't been actively 
involved in party politics for some 
time. True, I could in the future decide 
to run for an elective office. But over 
the years I've come to believe that 
the opportunity:cost for ·that kind 
of involvement would be too high 
considering the potential changes for 
the good thatc might realistically be 
achieved. 
Motions: What did you think of 
law school in general, and VSD in 
particular? 
I really enjoyed law school at 
USD. I graduated in 1980, and this 
year we are going to be having our 
25th year reunion. It's hard to believe 
that. We· had a wonderful class in 
1980, comprised of people who on the 
Motions: .I'm curiousaboutwhat.the 2 
. ·cases that went before the Honor Court 
involved. Do you recallwhat was at 
issue?· 
The two cases were different 
examples of plagiarism by students. 
I don't remember all the details, but 
I recall that one was more serious 
because in that case a· serious 
punishment was ordered by the 
Court. I recall that in ·the other case 
the student was also found guilty of 
some type of misconduct, but my dim. 
memory is that the punishment in that 
was case not as severe as the other 
one. 
Motions: What was your first legal 
job? Did you clerk before working? 
l did some clerking work the 
summer after my first year of law 
school, and I also did some clerking 
in my 2nd and 3rd years, getting. 
Please see Torrero at page 7 
. Paddles Up for Charity at the Women's Law Caucus' Annual Faculty Auction . 
Laura A. Slezinger, Staff Writer 
The Women's Law Caucus 
hosted their annual Faculty Auction 
- March 8thin the Writs. The event 
auctions off packages put together 
by faculty members to the students, 
with the proceeds going to charity. 
The lively auction was hosted by 
Professors Devitt and Kelly. The theme 
of the auction was "Paddles up for St. 
Paddy's Day," and the keg of green beer 
seemed to lure many students who 
otherwise might have passed up this 
worthy event. Encouragiri.g students· to 
spend generously rather than attempt 
to get a deal, Professor Kelly opened 
with an explanation of how charity tax 
·deductions work, "It's the overage that 
counts" 
The proceeds of the auction go 
to benefitBecky's House and LRAP. 
Becky's House is run by the YWCA of 
San Diego and is a transitional home 
for victims of domestic violence. It 
offers services such as counseling 
and support groups, legal advocacy, 
tutoring and GED assistance, 
parenting workshops and job skills 
assessment and training. LRAP is the 
Loan Repayment Assistance Program 
through USD for students choosing 
public interestlaw as a career. 
This years auction was a great 
success, rasing $4,900 for charity, 
which is more than last year. The 
auction items are mostly opportunities 
for students to network or hang 
out with their favorite professors. 
Professors Partnoy and Adams will take 
2 students to watch a Padres game 
from the 3rd row. ProfessorSperrow 
donated lunch for some students with 
a managing.partner at.Morrison & 
Forster. Professor Kelly will be hosting 
a Cigars and Cognac event with himself 
and afew students. Professor Law 
offered to teach a yoga class for up to 
18 students, tailored tothe students' 
level. Professor Devitt is generously 
hosting an evening at his home with 
Professors Partnoy, Michael Ramsey, 
and Claus. He will have a chef cook 
for the professors and students, the 
students who purchased this package 
will be able to consult with the chef 
on the menu for the evening. Both 
Dean Cole and Professor Alexander 
. will be taking students golfing for a 
day. Professor Heiser and his .wife will 
host a champagne and eggs benedict 
brunch for some students at his 
home. The items which brought in 
the highest bids, were a wine tasting 
event with Professor Allen Snyder, 
dinner with Professor Devitt, and a 
dinner with Professor Oster and· Dean 
Rodriguez. 
. The key to the auction is 
organization by the students in· 
advance. Some students formed 
groups with an agenda for what to bid 
on and an idea of what they were able 
to spend. Keep this in mind for next 
year and start forming your groups 
early. 
Any students who purchased 
something at the auction should 
remember to follow up with the 
professors they bid on._ 
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A Christian View ofthe Death Penalty 
Mike Bardeen, Staff Writer · -
I do not claim to be a theologian 
or an expert on Christian morality.· 
Some of my arguments rriay seem to 
have left some very important verses· 
out, but that is only in the interest of 
space .. 
One of the first maxims of 
Christianity is that God is perfect and 
we are imperfect. God is perfectly just· 
and as humans, we are imperfectly 
just. If the purpose of the death 
penalty is to seek justice, how can 
we.possibly attempt to seekjustice 
through an imperfect view ofjustice? 
I am not submitting to you thatwe · 
as a society stop punishing people. 
However, there are other ways to 
punish and incapacitate someone than 
through execution. When it comes to 
life or death, let's leave that decision 
up to God. · 
The Bible says "All have sinned 
and fall short of the· glory of God" 
(Rom. 3:23) and that the "wages of 
sin is death." Rom. 6:23. '!-We were 
by nature objects·of\Vrath." Eph. 2: 
3. "Ifwe claim tobe withoutsin, we 
. deceive ourselves and the truth is not 
in us." 1 John 1 :8. In the eyes of the 
· Lord, all humans deserve the death 
penalty. "As it is written: "There is no 
onerighteolis, not even one." Rom. 3: . 
10 •. J"udged ag~~st.~. pe..i;-f~~t9od,,we ·, 
all deserve death. Thankfully we have 
a merciful Go~ and he. instituted· the 
ultimate, death penalt:Y by s.eridirl.g 
his son to die for our sins so that we 
would not have to suffer the ultimate 
death, spiritual death. How then can 
we as Christians, have comfort in · 
our eternal life in Christ because of 
God's great mercy on us, yet at the 
same time, show no mercy to those 
we believe are deserving of death? If 
we are called to "Be imitators of God" 
(Eph. 5: 1), how can we be imitating 
God if we are not showing the same 
mercy He has shown us? 
·Some try·to argue·that the death 
penalty is riot murder but'retribution. 
According to the dictionary, retribution 
means "Something justly deserved; 
recompense." As T have already stated, . 
due to our imperfection, humans 
have a .flawed view of justice therefore 
how can we determine what is justly 
deserved? Second, recompense means 
"To award compensation." We all kb.ow 
that the 1Inirder of a loved· one can 
never be compensated for; Executing 
a murderer is not going to bring the 
victim back to life or compensate the • 
family for their loss. Therefore, the 
death penalty really does not serve 
retributive purposes; rather, it is a 
way for families to seek vengeance .. 
The Bible is clear, vengeance belongs 
to the Lord. "It is mine to avenge; I will 
repay." Deut. 32:35. 
Many Christians cite the Old 
Testament as their authority that 
God copdones the death penalty; "If 
there is serious injury, you are to take 
life for life, eye for eye." Ex. 21:23. 
Yet, why are those same people not 
standing up calling for the execution 
of adulterers, homosexuals, and those yet Jesus saved her. What about the 
who commit bestii:ility just.to name time when David.committed adultery by· 
a few? The Old Testament says that sleeping with Bathsheba and then after 
people who commit those acts should impregnating her, had her husband ' 
be executed and if the Old Testament is Uriah killed? Murder and adultery were · 
our authority, why not foliow all of the both punishable by death, yet God 
Old Testame.nt and not only parts of did not demand that David's life be 
it? Conveniently, many of those same taken. While in our eyes we may see a 
supporters fail to give any attention difference between murder and adultery 
to Christ's teaching when He said, or murder and lyirig, remember, the 
"If someone strikes you on the right wages of sin is death and we all have 
cheek, turn to him the other also." sinned. In our imperfect view of justice, 
Matt. 5:39. Thisisn't to say thatif who are we to decide who gets to live 
. someone kills your child, offer him the and who does not? 
other. Merely, Christ was teaching that . The argument that we are to 
we are. not to· seek our. own justice, and . follow the. rules ()f our government 
that ultimately, God will avenge any fails because: 1} we are not to follow 
injustice committed against us. the. rules of government when _it 
I will venture to say that most conflicts with God's law and 2) if the 
Christians are against abortion and . death penalty is wrong, then we as 
probably euthanasia as well. A major Christians should elect a government 
theme in Christian teachingis the that will ban the death penalty, not be 
sanctity of human life. All human complacent about the death penalty 
life is sacred whether it is a fetus, a by saying "I have to respect the laws of 
.. murderer, or' a person suffering from the g()vernment." Where are these same 
cancer. It is :hypocritical for a Christian people when it comes to the abortion 
to oppose abortion and euthanasia but debate? 
support the death penalty if their core Finally,,when we are given 
belief is that life is a gift from God. If the opportunity to choose mercy or 
· life is a gift from God, we do not have vengeance, we are commanded to 
the right under ~y circumstances to choose mercy. Jesus said, "'If you had 
take that gift away. · known what these words.mean; 'I desire 
What about the. time when· , mercy, not sacrifiG¢/ yoi1:woul<;J.; pot~ 
Jesus papi;e;u.~on the,a$1\llterous_ have condemned the innocent." Matt. 
wife who wasaboutto·be stoned to 12:7. 
death. Christ said, ""If any one of you 
is withoutsin,lethim 'be the first to 
throw a stone." John 8:7. The crime of 
adultery carried the penalty of death, 
(All verses coI11e from the NIV 
translation.) 
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PBLA DELIVERS SPRING 
GIFT BASKETS FOR 
SENIORS 
Karen Prosek, Staff Writer 
Throughout the year, gift baskets 
are often given to celebrate special 
events. Christmas Baskets, Oscar Gift 
· Baskets, and around this time of year, 
at least for children, Easter Baskets. 
In.addition to exchanging gifts with 
friends and family, holidays often bring 
about increased charitable donations. 
The holiday period just before ~. 
Thanksgiving throughChristmas is 
marked by annual canned food drives, · 
opportunities to adopt a child off the 
Fashion Valley Mall Christmas tree, 
and the Marine Corps annual Toys for 
Tots. · , 
What about the period after 
Christmas until next November? While , . . 
there are always oppqrtunities to 
donate, without the holiday season's 
focus on charity, it is easy to forget 
people are not just in need for two 
- months of the year. During the 
holiday period and throughout the 
year, it is also all too easy to overlook 
the needy low income seniors who have · 
given so much to society throughout 
theil-lives and ar~·()ftei;ifq:rgqtten · · •. , .. ····. 
about or treated as-a:bµiden:~sth~y «"c . 
age. 
As USD's Pro Bono Legal 
Advocate's Elder Law Clini~ 
coordinator, Rebecca OToole was 
· . all too familiar with this problem. 
Through a partnership with Elde:r Law 
of San Diego, PBLA student volunteers 
at the Elder Law Clinic assist seniors 
·with a wide variety of legal issues · 
facing the senior community. During 
her 2 years as a volunteer, Rebecca 
noticed that many seniors received 
much needed gift baskets, food, and 
, clothing during the holiday season but 
were forgotten about, and once again 
in need, by late Spring. 
To meet this need, Rebecca·:<·· 
organized PBLA Spring Senior Gift 
Baskets. Next week, Rebecca and 
student volunteers. will be delivering · · 
these giftbaskets. Each basket . 
will include assorted items such as 
stamps~ dessert and muffin mix, 
peanut butter, candles, hand lOtion, 
fabric soften~r,cha_pstick, light btJlbs, 
pens, to.othpaste, cough drops, books 
of crossword puzzles and playing 
cards. 
Today's seniors helped to build 
· the world we·now inherit, and should 
be cherished rather than forgotten.· 
They now face ever increasing costs 
of living in San Diego,' and ever 
decreasing amounts of government 
aid. We should all take a little time .give 
thanks and do our small part to ease 




The San Die.go Law Review and the San Diego -
International Law JournalJoint Write-On 
Competition~ .. 
The SDLR will be accepting applications from lL's 
and the ·Law Review will ·be accepting applications 
from both lL's and 2L's. 
Participation in this competition is required for 
membership on,to the San Diego Law Review and the 
International Law Journal. 
The write-on problem will be· distri.bute~ Friday, May 
20th. The assignment will in9lude a closed memo 
assignment and footnote C()rrections. · The . problem 
will be due Wednesday, June 1st by 8 p.m. 
Should you have any questions· regarding the. 
· competition, you can contact: 
Josh Kagan jkagan23@hotmaiLcom · 
: ~', - . '•-, 
,, . --_ r 
Partner 
Material 
\\What did ·.vou ex·pect me.to do? 
· Call in dead?" 
Pa e6 
-- - ----- - - • - =- - ~ - ' - - • "<. - - _- .. ·--~--·· ~ ' 
JOIN THE LAW SCHOOL'S 
BEST KEPT ·SECRET ... 
USD ·MOTIONS I · 
. . 
-FUN, TEAM-ORIENTED ATMOSPHERE 
-GREAT WAY TO GET INVOLVED ON CAMPUS 
·-FLEXIBLE TIME COMMITMENT- SPEND AS LITTLE 
AS 30 MINUTES A MONTH! 
-LOOKS GREAT ON. YOUR RESUME 
. · JOIN MOTIONS, THE SCHOOL OF LAW'S 
. ' 
STUDENT-RUN NEWSPAPER SINCE 1971 
. (FORMERLY THE WOOLSACK)I 
WE ARE AN AWARD-WINNING PUBLICATION THAT 
PUBLISHES THROUGHOUT THE ACADEMIC YEAR· 
ARTICLES PERTAINING TO ITEMS OF SOCIAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL INTEREST TO STUDENTS, ALUMNI 
AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN . 
THE SAN DIEGO AREA .. 
WE:A:~~. ~Q'~RENTLY SEEKING APPLICATIONS . 
FOR. A CO-EDITOR,·COPY,EDITOR, FINANCE . 
.MANAGERAND CAMPUS LIASON (SBA, ETC.) 
CONTACT NICOLE FOR AN APPLICATION AT:, 
MOTIONS@SANDIEGO.EDU. 
'APPLICATIONS DUE APRIL·22ND . 
.March2005 
BE A POWERFU·L 
VOICE FORA 
CHILD 
San Diego's abused 
·and neglected 
children need you. 
Volunteer to serve as 
a Court Appointed 




· to tbe children,. 
research a case, ~ 
interview parties 
involved, and make 
recommendations to 
the court. Our next 
information session 
is W edrtesday, May 
4. Call Voices for 
Children at (858) 
569-2019 or visit 
www. voices4children. 
com for more 
information. 
. The Joel and Denise Golden Merit Award in Child Advocacy 
·Attention 2nd Year Day and 3rd Year E~ening Students 
Commencing in Spi-ing2005, the Joel and Denise 
Golden Merit Award in Child Advocacy is presented annually 
to University ofSan Diego School ofLaw students who have 
used their legal skills to impact the lives of children in foster 
care. This award seeks to encourage students to. work on 
behalf of foster children, thus enabling the foster childreh of 
. SanDiego 
to benefit from the innovative efforts of young legal advocates. 
·This award was created by a former USD law student 
who specialized in child advocacy and benefited from the 
opportunities offered by the Children's Advocacy Institute 
(CAI). The award is named in honor of the student's parents: Joel, a gifted and generous attorney 
who works to vindicate civil rights, and Denise, a tireless child advocate and exceptional adolescent 
therapist. Most importantly, both are role models of unconditional love and support, which every child 
deserves. · · · · 
Interested applicants must submit a one-page essay detailing how they have used their 
developing legal skills on behalf of children in foster care. Applicants may discuss one specific 
experience, or may discuss their work more generally. Applications 'are due at the Children's Advocacy 
Institute on or by April 15, 2005, and recipients will be contacted on or by May 6, 2005 .. Any second-
year day student or third-year evening student may apply. Please include all contact information 
when applying. The award(s) will be between $250 and $500. 
If you have questions, please c9ntact CAI Administrative Director Elisa Weichel at (619) 260-
4600 or eweichel@sandiego.edu. 
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Torrero, continued from .page 4 
experience working with different 
lawyers. I enjoyed 4oing that. My 
firstjob·after I graduated was With a 
firm that, at the time, was relatively 
small with three la~vyers, called 
Sparber, Haas & Ferguson. Lended 
.UP being their first associate. I started 
practicing law there and enjoyed 
learning from them. That firm, while it 
now has a different name, has grown 
much larger over the years. 
Motions: Which do you recommend: 
joining a smaller firm and hoping to 
gr.ow with it, or joining a large firm and 
hoping to climb the established ladders? 
My recommendation to you and 
your colleagues is to start working 
with some type of firm and try to learn 
all the things you don't learn in law 
school about the practice of law in the · 
real world. Ideally, you will find a firm 
with good mentors who will teach you 
good habits arid how to do things the 
right way .. If someone wants to get trial 
experience, probably the fastest way 
to do that is to work in the criminal 
side, either as a prosecutor with a DA's · 
office, City Attorney, or U.S. Attorney. 
Criminal trial experience is going to be 
very helpful, but it doesn't necessarily 
translate equally into. civil experience. 
If you start on the civil side, and. 
you want to do civil litigation, it will 
take a longer time to get actual trial 
· experience. A great place for civil 
litigation training has historically been 
· what I would call insurance defense 
law firms. These are law firms that· 
are typically retained by insurance 
companies to defend general tort 
actions for their policyholders. The 
reason those firms are such good 
training grounds is due to the volume 
of the work that they do, and younger 
lawyers tend to get a lot of experience 
making court appearances, taking 
depositions, oand later trying cases. 
In those firms, young layvyers will 
probably get experience faster in some 
of those areas than lawyers-will get in 
larger firms that-do business .. litigation~ 
because there is a slower process of 
getting greater responsibility in the 
larger business firms. 
All of this is from a litigatidn 
perspective. So, if someone wants 
to try civif cases, like I've done in 
my career, they can either start by 
doing criminal trials for a while and . 
then move into civil practice, or they 
can join a civil firm and go into civil 
practice immediately. A lawyer can 
also open up their own office right 
out of law school. But this is difficult 
bec_ause for several years everything 
you do is goirtg to be new, and you '11 
have to figure it out all by yourself. You 
might make good decisions, but you 
can easily develop bad habits because 
you won't-know any better. This is 
why I recommend that new lawyers get 
training and mentoring, and being part· 
of a firm (private or public) is the best 
way to do it. 
.. Motions: In an earlier response, you 
• -- --- .. ~ ..• J4·.---· -
MOTIONS 
alluded to some changes that you have 
· noticed in the legal industry. What 
other changes do you see taking place 
in the next 10 or 15 years in the legal 
profession? What trends have you 
noticed? 
One trend that I think is a 
majqr chahge is what I call "digital 
discovery'' or "electronic evidence" . 
Lawyers and law firms tend to be 
relatively slow to adapt to change. 
·There is an inherent conservatism in 
our prbfession. In mariy ways that 
is good, because we are dealing ~th 
these important rights and issues, 
and you don'twant to change too 
hastily. But on the other hand, the 
pace of change that we have in the 
Information Age is so rapid, and this 
pace is getting ever faster, that I think 
one of the challenges for lawyers 
and the law is keeping up with 
the technological changes. Digital 
discovery is one example of that. For 
instance, mostlawyers practicing 10 
or more years· tend to be used to using 
paper. We certainly go through reams 
of paper in the practice of law. But 
the reality today is that· 70'-90% of the 
information produced, whether it is 
in the form of email, spreadsheets or 
other documents, is never reduced to 
writing. It is digital only. If lawyers 
are thinking in terms of a paper-
based reality, they could miss the 
digital reality and all tpe~iri!ormati15n 
that hasnotheen printed. Today, · 
the standard of practice for lawyers 
does not yet require all lawyers to 
· get digital infotmationin every case .. 
But the day will come, perhaps in five 
years or less, when lawyers will.be 
committing malpractice if they do not 
get digital information in all of their 
. cases. 
Because it is so inexpensive 
to store information digitally, huge 
quantities of digital information 
are being stored by compahies -and 
individuals. Already, this information 
is measured in terabytes, trillions 
of bytes of information; figures that 
would have boggled our minds five or 
ten years ago. This quantity of digital 
information is something that lawyers 
are going to have to understand, 
analyze and deal with in order to 
. protect their clients .. 
The case law just now 
. developing in this area is a whole new 
frontier. The Zublacke case .in New 
York has generated several decisions, 
including a fairly recent one that · 
suggests that once there is a litigation . 
. "hold'' to preserve the relevant 
evidence, the lawyers may have a 
personal duty to proactively ensure 
that their clients preserve the relevant 
digital information. 
Motions: You mentioned that you 
a!e active with the S.D. County Bar 
Association. What other activities 
are you involved in outside of your 
practice? . 
I was President of the County 
Bar Association in 2001-2002. ·I 
am on the.Executive Counsel of the 
National Counsel of Bar Presidents 
March2005 
(NCBP), and that group puts on 
programming for state bar presidents 
and local bar. presidents twice a year 
at the annual ABAmeeting in August, 
and also at the mid-year meeting in 
February. I'm Chair ofthe NCBP · 
Communications Committee this 
year, and we have.been upgrading 
and improving the NCBP website. I 
also help moderate NCBP programs 
during our meetings. I serve on the 
Lawyer Referral Information Service 
Committee for the San Diego County 
Bar Association. I'm also a musician. 
I play guitar, write songs, and love to 
perform. I'm also passionate about 
golf and enjoy playing when I can. 
Motions: The legal curriculum 
doesn't seem to cultivate a great deal 
of creativity, or even have room in a 
standard curriculum to allow students 
to have creative outlets in school. Do 
attorneys have to do that on their 
own? 
I think there are an awful 
lot of vecy creative people in the 
law. Many lawyers, whether they 
are transactional lawyers or trial 
lawyers, have an amazingassortment 
· of talents and outside interests.· I 
agree that the law gives us many c 
opportunities to be creative. In 
some ways, law school does change 
. lawyers and the way they think a:na 
<. · wnte. Somebftlie changes are good. 
Some ¥e.bad. I suggest that young 
lawyers fi-y to remember how to talk 
· and write like a lay person. You '11 be 
_understood by._more people if you 
use simple descriptive language and 
· write concisely. Remember_ Lincoln's 
Gettysburg Address. The featured 
speaker spoke for almo·st two hours, 
- while President Lincoln spoke for less 
than two minutes. We still remember" 
Lincoln's words! Talk like a normal 
person, paint word-pictures, and 
write concisely and you '11 be very 
persuasive. It takes a lot of creativity 
to do· these things well. 
Motions: Whom should I interview 
next? 





of a 42'' LCD. 
flatscreen 
tv for the 
student 
comDJ.ons! 
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On-Campus Military Recruiting: 
Forum for Academic and lnstitut~onal Rights (FAIR) v. Rumsfeld 
Mary Moreno, Staff Writer 
' 
In fall 2003, various law 
school associations and law faculty 
(FAIR) asked the United States 
District Court for the District of · 
New Jersey to enjoin enforcement 
· of the Solomon Amendment, which 
required the Department of Defense 
·(DOD) to deny federal funding to 
higher education institutions that 
prohibited military recruiters. The 
District Court denied the motion. 
FAIR appealed to the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Third Circuit (a 
. three-judge panel in Philadelphia), 
which reversed (2-1), holding.that 
. FAIR had demonstrated a likelihood 
·of success on the merits of its First 
Amendment· claims and that it is 
entitled to preliminary injunctive 
relief. - · 
By way of background, most 
law schools have nondiscrimination 
policies withholding career 
placement services from employers 
who exclude employees and 
applicants based on race, color, 
religion, national. origin, sex, 
handicap or disability, age, or sexual 
orientation - and often require an 
employer, before using any career 
services interviewing facilities, to 
submit a signed statement certifying 
that its practices conform to this 
policy. In fact, the bylaws of the 
Association of American Law Schools 
(AALS), to which 166 of the 189 
law schools accredited by the ABA 
belong (including USD), require 
member law schools to exclude 
from recruiting on their campuses 
any employer that discriminates in 
hiring·based on, among other things, 
sexual orientation. 
The Solomon Amendment, 
stu's Views 
proposed by Representative Solomon exclude a gay assistant scoutmaster 
in response to law schoois' increasing from its organization) in ruling that law 
denial of access to military recruiters, schools have a similar associational 
was passed by Congress as part· of right to prevent military recruiters, 
the defense spending appropriations who discriminate based on sexual 
.bill in 1994. Following various orientation, from coming to campus. 
amendments, the DOD enforced the The Third Circuit ruled that the 
Solomon Amendment consistent with government's interest in attracting 
its terms -only schools whose policies talented military lawyers did notjustify 
or practices prohibited or prevented · the burden the Solomon Amendment 
military representatives from gaining · imposed on law schools' expressive 
entry to campuses or access to students · association, given the availability 
on campuses for purposes of military ~ of less restrictive means of effective 
recruiting were penalized. · By allowing recruitment, and that the government 
military recruiters. access to campuses, offered no evidence .that ·requiring 
many law schools avoided the Solomon . schools to provide a forum enhanced 
Amendment's penalty.while keeping faith recruitment efforts. The majority also 
with theit nondiscriminationpolicies·by found forcing·law schools·to ·admit·a · 
not providing the same assistance given recruiter who discriminates based on 
to other recruiters. sexual orientation "violates the law 
After 9/11, the DOD began schools' First Amendment rights under 
applying an informal policy of requiring · · the compelled speech doctrine." 
not only access to campuses, but The Third Circuit was. the first 
treatment equal to that given to other federal appeals court decision to 
recruiters. Failure to comply would examine the question. -'fhe day after 
result in the loss of DOD funds to the the FAIR ruling, Harvard Law School 
parent school, plus the loss of funds from oecame the 'first institution to return 
several federal agencies to the law school. to its policy forbidding any recruiter 
In summer·2004, Congress amended the from campus,_ military or otherwise 
Solomon Amendment to codify the DOD's - that cannot sign off on the school's 
informal policy. Now, under the. terms · nondiscrimina_tio11 policy. < ··' · · '· · 
of the statute itse1f,·:1aw ocFiools' and ··. · .. In earlyFebniacy, Yale Law 
their parent institutions are penalized School announced that it "will enforce 
fiJr preventing military recruiters from · its nondiscrimination policy duririg 
gaining entry to campuses ina manner . the· Spring 2005 Interviewing Program 
at least equal in quality and scope to that without exception." The day before, 
given to other recruiters. the federal district court in Bridgeport 
The Third Circuit found the granted summaryjudgment in 
Solomon Amendment violated colleges' favor of the Yale Law School faculty 
First Amendment rights by compelling in a parallel action against the 
them to "propagate, accommodate and DOD challenging the legality of the 
subsidize the military's message." The DOD's interpretation of the Solomon 
appellate court relied on the Supreme AmendI.Ilent, declaring the "Solomon 
Court case of Boy Scouts of America v. Amendment violates the plaintiffs 
Dale (which held the Boy Scouts had a -First Amendment right to freedom of 
First Amendment as.sociational right to speech." · 
Before seeking an appeal to 
the Supreme Court, the Justice 
· Department usually would first ask 
the full Third Circuit court to consider 
the case, but the. appellate panel that 
decided the case issued a rare notice 
saying that more than half the. court's 
judges had recused themselves from 
the case. The Justice Department. 
plans to ask the Supreme Court to 
overturn the ruling. -Pending that 
request and the Supreme Court's -
decision on whether· to hear the 
case, the department asked the 
. appeals court· to hold off on issuing 
the mru:idate to the District Court 
-in other words, allow the Solomon 
Amendment t<? stand - which agreed to 
the request. 
Meanwhile, in response to the 
Solomon situation, the AALS requires 
its member schools who are forced 
lax, Evei His "zero tolerance'' 
policy is clearly unconstitutional. 
to give campus access to military 
recruiters to take mitigating action -:-
which can include outreach and .other 
services to homosexual students and 
related educational programs. 
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The Supreme Court's Decision Likely Nixes California's Racial Segregation 
Policy 
Jim Fessenden, Staff Writer 
Last month, in Johnsorz. v. 
· California 2005 WL 415281, the 
Supreme ~ourt indicated that it meant 
what it said in Grutter v. Bollinger, 
the famous University of Michigan 
affirmative action case, when it held 
that all racial classifications must 
survive strict scrutiny. The Court's 
opinion, authored by Justice O'Connor 
and joined by Justices Ginsburg, · 
Kennedy, Souter and Breyer, held 
California's· prison. racial segregation 
policy would undergo strict scrutiny 
and not the more lenient deferential 
standard that previous Supreme Court 
decisions endorsed. 
The California Department 
of Corrections (CDC) practiced an 
unwritten policy·ofhousing inmates 
new to the prison in "reception centers" 
for up to 60 days. Inmates housed 
with other inmates were almost always 
paired up not only by race, but by 
national origin as well. California's 
massive racial· gang problem, according 
to the CDC, necessitated the policy. 
The CDC pointed to the violence of 
. racial gangs like th(;! Mexican Mafia, 
Aryan Bretherhood'.,, Blaqk .qµerilla 
Family, Nuestra Familia, and Nazi Low 
Riders, all of which were started in 
California prisons. 
Attorneys for the CDC relied 
on the Supreme Court's previous 
decision in Turner v. Safely. In 
Turner, a Missouri inmate brought 
suit against the prison for its refusal 
to allow inmates to many or to send · 
intra-prison letters. Ironically, the 
Court found no Constitutional right 
to communicate by sending lett_ers, 
but did find a Constitutional right to 
. marry. More-importantly, the Court 
showed great deference to prison 
administrators, holding that a prison · 
regulation should only be struck down 
if it had no legitimate penalogical -
interest. Justice O'Connor was quick to 
point out that Turner never addressed 
racial segregation. In upholding the 
application of strict scrutiny, O'Connor 
wrote that requiring "inmates be 
housed only withother inmates of the 
same race, it is possible that prison 
officials will breed further hostility 
among prisoners and reinforce racial 
and ethnic divisions." 
Justice Ginsburg, joined by 
Justices Souter and Breyer, concurred 
but;n',o,!e,~~p~a~ely t? ~x:press her 
~-,- ...,._, -·.-: •• -- >_ • .., ' ,-_ J. - '•, -• ,----" -' ' ' . ,._, 
belief that the "same standard of 
review ought not control judicial 
inspection of every official race 
classification" - a roundabout way of 
saying benign racial classifications 
should undergo a standard lower than 
strict scrutiny. 
Justice Stevens dissented, 
finding that the· CDC's policy could not 
possibly survive strict scrutiny and 
was facially unconstitutional. 
Justice Thomas, joined by 
Justice Scalia, dissented. In his 28-
page dissent, Thomas chided the 
majority_ for faili11g to recognize that 
the CDC was trying to save· lives 
in an environment controlled by 
violent gangs. He also noted that 
the majority's refusal to defer to. the 
prison administrators was unfounded 
given the Court's decision two years 
ago in Grutter to defer to school 
administrators on their need for 
diversity in the student body. ("The 
Law School's educational judgment 
· that ... diversity is essential to its 
educational mission is one to which we 
defer.") 
Chief Justice Rehnequist did not 
participate in the opinion . 
Al f_6NTION ALL ClA..R..R..6NT 
:l Ls £llJ\,ol :2.Ls 
The PBLAMediation Program is now exceptini: applications for the 
/ . . . - - -
2005-2006 school year. 
What is the PBLA mediation progra~?. 
It is a year long program wh_ere USD-law students get.trained·in mediation and then use that training to mediate 
Small Claims Courts cases. The program is .coordinated with the National Conflict Resolution Center (NCRC) who 
. provides mentors 'and training through out the year. . - . . . 
Why join? _ . . _ 
It is a great opportunity to learn one form of Alternative Dispute Resolution(ADR). When a student mediates _ 
10 cases they receive a certificate of .recognition and completioirfromthe NCRC. Most importantly, students get to . 
interact with the actual litigants of cases who have a \Vide variety of conflicts. 
What are/the requirements? 
- Submit an APPLICATIONwhichincludes: 
o A cover letter explaining wily you are int.erested in mediation. 
o Aresume 
- Atten~_25hoursoftraining that will.take place atthebeginning of next·fall-. 
- Comn,it to Mediate once per week, every other weekforthe whole school year (excluding holidays) 
Attend two meetings '\Vith the ~CRC held through outnext year. -
Any questions? 
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A Nuclear Iran is Good for America 
Troy Pickard, Staff Writer 
Increasingly frequent reports 
indicate that the U.S. military is flying 
unmanned surveillance drones over 
Iranian airspace, ostensibly searching 
for evidence of "illegal" ;nuclear activity. 
In all· likelihood, the drones will find 
just as much evidence in Iran as was 
found in-Iraq - none; But, what if this 
aerial surveillance, itself a violation of 
international law, turns up something 
juicy '-- highly-enriched· uranium, 
missiles in silos, plans for the Death 
Star? Maybe that's not such a bad 
thing. 
Don't get. me wrong -- if. I . 
thought that a nuclear Iran would 
be even somewhat likely to lead to a 
radioactive San Diego, Portland, or 
Tel Aviv, J would indubltably oppose 
Iran's nuclear aspirations. But, the 
truth is that Iran's nuclearization has· 
the potential to make America a safer, 
cleaner, happier place, and some 
would say that the reasons are rather 
intuitive. 
A nuclear Iran would mean 
reduced U.S. access to oil, which 
is a good. Tb.e oil-dependent world 
(which currently includes the United _ 
States) will be badly behind the 8-
ball when oil production peaks and 
demand continues to skyrocket- the 
phenomenon known as peak oil. The 
U.S. has only two choices to prevent 
peak oil catastrophe for itself. It can 
. begin sincerely f\lnding renewable 
energy projects before it is too late. Or, 
it can begin (as it already has) fighting 
glObal resource wars to ensure .its 
control of much of the remaining oil, 
. but this will alienate most.of the world, 
cost hundreds of thousands, if not 
millions, of American lives and trillions 
of dollars - the war on IrC1.q has already 
cost $150 billion. Alternately, the· 
United States could start sincerely 
Detainee, Continued from 
Page 3 
do not have access to the confidential 
information frequently used against 
them. Additionally, the judge stated 
·that the President went beyond his 
authority in declaring "by fiat" that 
none of the detainees were POWs. On a 
separate front, a federal court ruled in 
early March that the. government must 
charge or release Jose Padiila, the 
alleged American "dirty bomber," after 
three years of detention. The court held 
that indefinite detention in the absence 
of charges was a clear constitutional 
violation. Attorney General Alberto 
Gonzales plans to appeal. the ruling. 
Francis Biddle, Attorney General under 
Franklin Roosevelt, has written that 
"[t]he Constitution has not greatly 
bothered any wartime President." 
Even in this new type of war against 
terrorism, the courts are assuring that• 
the President remains bothered by the 
Constitution. 
funding renewable energy projects 
before it is too late. 
A nuclear Iran means that an 
aggressive U.S. invasion (ala Iraq) 
would be untenable, hopefully even 
to the Bush· administration, which is· 
good. A war. on Iran would require a 
military draft, and the last time .the 
United States had a draft (for another 
aggressive war)' it nearly tore the 
nation apart. 
A nuclear Iran means a calm, 
cautious and less-insecure Iran, 
which is good. Right now, Iran is 
surrounded by U.S. military forces 
- Afghanistan is to the east, and 
Iraq is to the west. Aside from the 
looming threat of American invasion, 
Iran feels the constantlythreatening 
. presence of Israel, a country with a 
substantl.al nuclear arsenal of its own. · 
Were Iran to go nuclear, it would feel 
less-threatened, and be.more likely 
to show a willingness to deal with 
the rest of the world in a responsible 
manner. Regardless of whether it 
·.acquires nuclear weapons, Iran isn't 
looking to attack other countries. In 
fact, Iran may be on track to a series · 
of non-violent revolutionary reforms, 
due in part to the youthfulness of its 
population. 
Over half the Iran's population 
is younger than 24years. Compare · · 
thattotheUnited States; wherethe 
median age is over 35 years old. Iran's 
student-led reform .movements are 
huge. and grotving, and not too happy 
with the Isla.mi,c theocracy under which 
they've been living. cThelikely result 
of letting Iran progress at its own 
. pace is a ~ore-democratic, more open 
country. If the United States instead 
decides to interfere with Iran's nuclear 
_ambitions, this will fuel the popular 
fires of nationalism, encourage 
the Iranian government to brutally 
repress reformists and dissenters; ~nd 
generally cause it to devolve about 
twenty years. That's not good. 
ATLA, Continued from Page 
1 
reaction among the audience was 
divided. · 
Assistant Coach Lisa Hillan, 
a formerUSD Mock Trial member, 
/ noted that even though, the team 
J "represented the school impeccably" 
the "vagaries of competitio.rijudging" 
· are best thought of as a "sobering 
glimmer into future jury trials 
where sometimes the outcome is not 
consistent ... with the lawyering.;' Head 
Coach and Mock Trial Team founder 
Professor Richard Wharton said of the 
team, "They did everything they. could 
do, but for some reason they did not 
get first place; they got second, and 
second against Stanford that now has 
anew program is pretty good. But 
we're used to getting first." 
, At the ~time ~of this inferView 
roughly three weeks had passed after 
the competition, and in this reporter's 
humble opinion, USD's team still 
fooked heroic: Grissom was able to 
sum up the team's emotions ·this way: 
"Law school. can be boring. This isn't. 
This was fun, the most I've had in law 
school." 
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MOTIONS CROSSWORD. 
BY JEREMY COWAN© 2004 
THEME: "Penned" 
Across 
1. Biblical boater 
5. Twitch 
10. Neckties 
15. The Swiss Family 
Robinson 
19. Indian, prefix 
· 20. Ringworm 
67. Wild plum 
69. Friend in "The 
Merchant' of Venice" 
71. Coca-_ 
72. Direct connection 
75. Sex cells 
77. Mother 
80. Protect Me, Love 
21. Marie Louise de la 81. Ten cents 
Ramee 
22. Scintilla 
23.· MA town on Cape 
Ann 
25. Three Witches' cat 
27. European mint 
· 28. Pastures 
30. Laborers . 
31. Not Mr. 
32. Oak seed 
34. Semi 
35. Spread out 
38. Squandered 
83. Aristocrat-· 
84. Type of soup 
86. Rested 
88. · Carrie __ , by 
Downey 
90. Unmoved 
91. Elevation, abbr. 
92. Step 
94 .. Tout 
95. Sword lily 
96. The_·_ of the 
Skeleton, by Eliot 
97. Tinca tinca 
MOTIONS 














39. Loaf 98. Preferred 
.99. mournful 
126. Take a breather 
40. Out-_ 
44. Milne's first name 
45. Expression of pain 
46. To be, Latin 
48. Mac email indexer 
49. WiFi, for .one 
SQ._ Capital of 
Lombardy 
51. Safe Harbour . 
54. Reduce -
55. Abiillino, der 
grosse Bandit 
57. Exhausted 
58. Australasian palm 
60. Snip 
61. With full force 
62. How To Fix 
Everything In Your Life 
At Once 
65. Choice morsel, 
Brit 




105. Life story, abbr. 
106: One who floods 
_ 109. Quiche 
110. Fluorine, for one 
1.14. Captivity and 
Restoration 
116. bottles of 
beer on the wall 
119. Cain:s brother 
120. Haloes 
121. Good will 
122. Likelihood 
123. Scores 
124. "River with 78 
.down 





_4. A Shropshire Lad 
5. Paces 
6. Anger, Slang 




10. The Glass Bees 




14. Polynesian island 






In the example above, the letter "R" is properly decrypted with "T"; similarly, "T". 
properly becomes "O". Find the proper letters to decrypt the puzzle. By Jeremy 
Cowan ©2004 
.RUO KIROBR .QVQRON .. ,JCCO_C RUO MSOJ EM 
TBROHOQR RE RUO MTHO EM DOBTSQ. --
IFHIUIN JTBPEJB. 
ANSWER TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE: ONE HIRES LAWYERS AS ONE HIRES 
PLUMBERS, BECAUSE ONE WANT_S TO KEEP .ONE'S HANDS OFF THE BEASTLY 
DRAINS. -- AMANDACROSS 
6 7 8 9 
17. Fuss 
18. Without, Latin 
24. · Doctorow 
26. Gangway 
29. Islands in the 
Stream 
32. Greek lyric poet 
33. Founded 
b:::tcteriology 
34. Female monarch 
35. Teutonic Knights' 
Grand Master 
36. Colorless watery 
fluid 
37. Briton of 
Lancaster 
38. Masses 
39. Mad cow, abbr. 
41. American Titian 
42. The Waste Land 
43. Weakens 





53. Long narrative 
poem 






64. Insect egg 
66. Smudge 
68. The Famous Five 
70. Rut, Brit 
72. British composer 
Gustav 
73.Spe~ 
74. Flightless bird 
76. Bungle 
March2005 
15 16. 17 18 
22 
78. City on 124 Across 
79 .. Revolutionary 
Road 
82.Coal 
85. _ pendens 
87. University in 
Thibodaux 
89 . . ·Graphics 
90.Sieve 
93. The Truth about 
Dragons 
. 96. ·This Earth, My 
Brother 
98. The Da Vinci 
Legacy·. 
100. Great apes 
101. Smarmy 
103. Looking In, 
Seeing Out 
104. ·Residence 
105. The Darling Buds 
of May 
106. Mens grp. 
107. A Voyage to 
Abyssinia 
· 108. The Display of 
Anninianism 
109.Sough 
110. Euphemism for 
'hell' 
111. The School for 
Wives 




118. No, Scots. 
